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Abstract  
Technology is becoming more transparent and penetrating into the lives of humans. We have seen 
that technology transformed into a form that can be wearable. To refer to this transformation, new 
terms such as “wearable technology,” “wearable computing,” or “wearables” have emerged. In this 
regard, this research examines a total of 1997 studies to identify research patterns and present the 
current state of the art with regard to wearable technology studies. For this purpose, the research 
employs Social Network Analysis (SNA) and quantitative content analysis. The time trend analysis 
demonstrates that research on wearable technology had boomed by 2014. The network visualization 
findings revealed that wearables are considered as assistive technology. Wearable technology has 
considerably influenced the health sector. Usability, user-centered design, privacy and security issues 
are the challenges that wearable technology should overcome. According to keyword analysis, 
wearable technology can be examined through the lenses of ubiquitous computing, mobile computing, 
pervasive computing, or in a broader sense, through the lens of human-computer interaction. Keyword 
analysis reveals that recognition, monitoring, sensing, and diagnosing are the action words that can be 
used to define wearable technology. 

Keywords: wearable technology, ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing, quantified self, human-
computer interaction. 

1 INTRODUCTION: WEARABLES AND THE QUANTIFIED SELF 
Wearable technology refers to digital devices that can be worn by users, taking the form of an 
accessory such as jewelry, eyewear, or even actual items of clothing, such as shoes or a jacket. Their 
potential lies in the ability to track users through devices that are integrated with users’ everyday lives 
and movements (Johnson, Adams Becker, Estrada, and Freeman, 2015). The potential for wearable 
technology requires exploring the concept of the Quantified Self. The quantified self describes the 
phenomenon of consumers being able to closely track data that is relevant to their daily activities 
through the use of wearable technology. The emergence of wearable devices on the market, such as 
watches, wristbands, and necklaces, which are designed to automatically collect data, are helping 
people manage their fitness, sleep cycles, and eating habits. Mobile apps also share a central role in 
this idea by providing easy-to-read dashboards for consumers to view and analyze their personal 
metrics. Today’s apps not only track where a person goes, what they do, and how much time they 
spend doing it, but also to know what their intentions are and when those can be accomplished  
(Johnson, Adams Becker, Estrada, Freeman, 2014). 

Wearable technology confirms the suggestions made by McLuhan, Kapp, and Rothenberg. According 
to McLuhan (1966), the technology is an extension of the human body. Similarly, Kapp (1877) argues 
that all technical artifacts are projections of human organs. Rothenberg (1993) argues that techniques 
can extend to all those human aspects for which we possess a mechanical understanding. Within 
these perspectives, this research adopts an understanding, which acknowledges that technology - 
wearables in our perspective, as an extension of the human body and intends to explore research 
patterns on wearable technology studies. 

2 PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 
The purpose of this research is to have some insights regarding the use of wearable technology. In 
this context, the research seeks for answers for the following research questions: What is the pattern 
in 

− Network visualization 
− Density visualization  
− Keyword analysis, 
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of wearable technology research? 

3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research method and model 
According to the research schema offered by Bozkurt, Akgun-Ozbek and Zawacki-Richter (2017), the 
research used data mining and the analytics method. For the purposes of the study, Social Network 
Analysis (SNA) was used. As a research method, social network analysis (SNA) is used to study, 
track, and compare the dynamics of communities and the influence of individual contributions. SNA 
provides powerful ways to map, summarize and visualize networks and identify key vertices that 
occupy strategic locations and positions within the matrix of links (Hansen, Shneiderman and Smith, 
2010). In SNA, networks are usually visualized in a social network diagram, where vertices are 
represented as points and edges are represented as lines to conceptualize and to analyze them 
(Bozkurt, 2017). In this research, keywords were identified as nodes and their relationships based on 
co-occurrence were identified as ties. Additionally, content analysis, which includes both quantitative 
and qualitative analyses of the data, is used to reveal and identify patterns and trends. A quantitative 
approach often requires developing a codebook and assigning categorical or continuous numerals to 
variables of interest, while a qualitative approach requires exploring data to reach themes or concepts, 
and making inferences about the patterns that emerge (Wilson, 2011). This research adopts the 
quantitative approach and provides numerical data for keyword and territory analysis. 

3.2 Sampling 
From 1994 to 2016, the research covers past 22 years 2016 backwards. A total of 1997 studies 
comprise the research corpus. As inclusion criteria, studies that had selected keywords in their titles, 
abstracts and keywords section; published in English and indexed in Scopus were included in 
research. In the screening process, the keywords “wearable technology” and “wearable computing” 
were used and a total of 1997 studies were identified. The distribution of document types are as 
follows: Conference papers (n=1447), articles (n=387), conference reviews (n=57), reviews (n=40), 
and book chapters (n=36) When examined (Figure 1), it can be seen that studies on ‘wearable 
technology” was sparse in 2013; not reaching its peak until 2014.  

 
Figure 1. Time trend for research on wearable technology 

4 FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Network Visualization 
Network visualization of wearable technology research was based on 191 keywords out of 4494. A 
total of 191 keywords with a minimum frequency of five were identified and a network based on co-
occurrence of the keywords was created (Figure 2). In this analysis, the size of the node’s label and 
circle depends on the weight of the node. The cluster to which the node belongs determines the color 
of a node. The distance between two nodes in the visualization approximately indicates the 
relatedness of the keywords in the co-occurrence network. In other words, the closer two nodes are 
located to each other, the stronger their relatedness in terms of co-occurrence.  
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As can be expected, network visualization reveals that “wearable computing” is a central node. Other 
central nodes are “ubiquitous computing”, “pervasive computing,” “mobile computing,” “wearable 
computers,” “affective computing,” “context awareness,” and “assistive technology” (see the upper 
middle side in Figure 2).  

It is also salient that there is one important issue that appeared in network visualization: “User-
centered design” and “usability” (See the right middle side). Based on this finding, it is believed that 
one of the challenges that wearable technology should deal with is the issue of usability, which 
requires user-centered design to be able to fully integrate this emerging technology in people’s lives. 

The findings about use of wearable technology in health are also noteworthy. Accordingly, “activity 
recognition” is another central node, which is related to the use of wearable technology in the health 
sector. The path “activity recognition, smart clothing, quantified-self, context-aware, wellbeing, health 
and fitness” demonstrate the potential of wearable technology in terms of its application in the health 
sector (See the lower middle part in Figure 2). Interestingly, another path “e-health, mobile health, 
telehealth, and biomedical monitoring” reveals another perspective regarding the use of wearable 
technology in the health sector (see the left middle side in Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. Network visualization of research on wearable technology 

4.2 Density visualization 
Density visualization of wearable technology research was based on 191 keywords out of 4494. A 
total of 191 keywords with a minimum frequency of five were identified. For density visualization, item 
based (Figure 3) and cluster based (Figure 4) heat maps were created.  
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4.2.1 Item based density visualization 

In the item based density visualization, each point on a map has a color that depends on the density of 
items at that point. By default, this color is somewhere in between red and blue. The larger the number 
of items in the neighborhood of a point and the higher the weights of the neighboring items, the closer 
the color of the point is to red. Conversely, the smaller the number of items in the neighborhood of a 
point and the lower the weights of the neighboring items, the closer the color of the point is to blue. 

 
Figure 3. Item based visualization of research on wearable technology 

Item based visualization reveals that wearable technology, ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing 
and mobile computing are weighted nodes. This analysis confirms that wearable technology is mostly 
connected with ubiquitous computing. 

4.2.2 Cluster based density visualization 

In the cluster based density visualization, the color of a point on a map is close to the color of a certain 
cluster if there are a large number of items belonging to that cluster in the neighborhood of the point. 
As with the items in density visualization, items with high weights count more heavily than items with 
low weights. 
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Figure 4. Cluster based density visualization of research on wearable technology 

Cluster based density visualization (Figure 4) reveals some interesting facts. Accordingly, research 
patterns on wearable technology are fragmented.  The blue cluster (intersecting borders are blurred) is 
interpreted as theoretical/conceptual cluster. The nodes such as ubiquitous computing, pervasive 
computing, mobile computing, and context awareness are mostly related to how to approach wearable 
technology. The red cluster (intersecting borders are blurred) is mostly related to design, usability, 
navigation, accessibility and interaction issues. The green cluster (intersecting borders are blurred) is 
mostly related to the use of wearable technologies for health/healthcare practices. 

4.3 Keyword Analysis 
The purpose of this analysis is to reveal important keywords in the ecology of wearable technology 
research. For this analysis, a total of 10469 keywords were identified. Keywords were listed according 
to their frequency (Table 1). This analysis provides a flexible analysis of the keywords in an open 
ecology through which keywords as nodes can be connected to reach a holistic perspective and can 
be used to identify future strategies on wearable technology. 
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Table 1.  List of the most used keywords 

 

The keyword analysis provides interesting findings within multiple perspectives. Consequently, 
ubiquitous computing (R:3), mobile computing (R:8), pervasive computing (R:21), and human 
computer interaction (R:6) can be considered as theoretical or conceptual lenses to benefit from. 
Sensors (R:5, 10, 36, 45, 52, 63, 71, 91, 99, 118), glass technology (R:48), and cameras (R:58) are 
the technologies that are used for input in wearables. Internet of things (R:23, 149), cloud computing 
(R:35), wireless telecommunication systems (R:22), distributed computer systems (R:27), mobile 
telecommunication systems (R:42), and wireless communication (R:102) technologies are used to 
provide communication between wearables and other digital devices. 

R Keyword F % R Keyword F % R Keyword F %
1 Wearable	  Technology 1045 12,01 55 Gesture	  Recognition 42 0,56 109 Physical	  Activity 27 0,35
2 Wearable	  Computers 902 10,05 56 Telemedicine 42 0,55 110 Complex	  Networks 26 0,35
3 Ubiquitous	  Computing 755 7,24 57 Signal	  Encoding 41 0,53 111 Data	  Visualization 26 0,35
4 Wearable	  Computing 544 3,78 58 Cameras 40 0,53 112 Hardware 26 0,35
5 Wearable	  Sensors 284 2,68 59 Display	  Devices 40 0,52 113 Hospitals 26 0,35
6 Human	  Comp.	  Interaction 201 2,52 60 Diagnosis 39 0,52 114 Intelligent	  Buildings 26 0,33
7 Wearable	  Devices 189 2,44 61 Healthcare 39 0,52 115 Sports 25 0,33
8 Mobile	  Computing 183 2,18 62 Wearable	  Systems 39 0,51 116 Teaching 25 0,33
9 Health	  Care 164 1,98 63 Body	  Sensor	  Networks 38 0,49 117 Visualization 25 0,32
10 Sensors 149 1,81 64 Heart 37 0,48 118 Accelerometer 24 0,32
11 Mobile	  Devices 136 1,80 65 Smart	  Textiles 36 0,47 119 Computer	  Software 24 0,32
12 Health 135 1,76 66 Application	  Programs 35 0,47 120 Computer	  Systems 24 0,32
13 User	  Interfaces 132 1,45 67 Data	  Privacy 35 0,47 121 Context-‐	  Awareness 24 0,32
14 Smartphones 109 1,44 68 Information	  Science 35 0,47 122 Interactive	  Computer	  Systems 24 0,32
15 Technology 108 1,34 69 Interfaces	  (computer) 35 0,47 123 Real	  Time 24 0,32
16 Medical	  Computing 101 1,28 70 Personal	  Computers 35 0,45 124 Reconfigurable	  Hardware 24 0,32
17 Virtual	  Reality 96 1,21 71 Biosensors 34 0,45 125 Robotics 24 0,32
18 Artificial	  Intelligence 91 1,17 72 Diseases 34 0,45 126 Semantics 24 0,32
19 Design 88 1,09 73 Energy	  Efficiency 34 0,45 127 Smartphone 24 0,32
20 Internet 82 1,08 74 Surveys 34 0,44 128 Telecommunication	  Equipment 24 0,31
21 Pervasive	  Computing 81 1,08 75 Cellular	  Telephone	  Systems 33 0,44 129 Ambient	  Intelligence 23 0,31
22 Wireless	  Tele.	  Systems 81 1,01 76 Data	  Handling 33 0,44 130 Mobile 23 0,31
23 Internet	  Of	  Things 76 1,00 77 Helmet	  Mounted	  Displays 33 0,44 131 Personal	  Digital	  Assistants 23 0,31
24 Augmented	  Reality 75 0,99 78 Information	  Management 33 0,44 132 Quantified	  Self 23 0,31
25 Behavioral	  Research 74 0,97 79 Mobile	  Applications 33 0,44 133 Social	  Sciences	  Computing 23 0,31
26 Activity	  Recognition 73 0,97 80 Social	  Networking	  (online) 33 0,44 134 Speech	  Recognition 23 0,31
27 Distributed	  Comp.	  Systems 73 0,97 81 Telephone	  Sets 33 0,43 135 Students 23 0,29
28 Information	  Technology 73 0,91 82 Automation 32 0,43 136 Blood	  Pressure 22 0,29
29 Patient	  Monitoring 68 0,91 83 Data	  Mining 32 0,43 137 Computer	  Science 22 0,29
30 Signal	  Processing 68 0,88 84 Education 32 0,41 138 Devices 22 0,29
31 Human 66 0,88 85 Bluetooth 31 0,41 139 Google	  Glass 22 0,29
32 Human	  Engineering 66 0,87 86 Computer	  Hardware 31 0,41 140 Image	  Processing 22 0,29
33 Pattern	  Recognition 65 0,83 87 Computer	  Vision 31 0,41 141 Knowledge	  Management 22 0,29
34 Embedded	  Systems 62 0,79 88 Head	  Mounted	  Displays 31 0,40 142 MHealth 22 0,29
35 Cloud	  Computing 59 0,79 89 Computer	  Architecture 30 0,40 143 Navigation 22 0,29
36 Sensor	  Networks 59 0,77 90 Digital	  Devices 30 0,40 144 Software	  Prototyping 22 0,29
37 Algorithms 58 0,76 91 Sensor 30 0,40 145 User	  Study 22 0,28
38 Humans 57 0,75 92 Wearable	  Device 30 0,40 146 Cryptography 21 0,28
39 Textiles 56 0,73 93 Wireless	  Networks 30 0,39 147 Decision	  Making 21 0,28
40 Article 55 0,73 94 Affective	  Computing 29 0,39 148 Health	  Monitoring 21 0,28
41 Wearables 55 0,71 95 Communication 29 0,39 149 Internet	  of	  Things	  (IOT) 21 0,28
42 Mobile	  Telecommunication	  Systems53 0,69 96 Human	  Activity	  Recognition 29 0,39 150 Multimedia	  Systems 21 0,28
43 Big	  Data 52 0,69 97 Middleware 29 0,39 151 Physiological	  Models 21 0,28
44 Wearable 52 0,67 98 Patient	  Rehabilitation 29 0,39 152 Privacy 21 0,28
45 Learning	  Systems 50 0,67 99 Sensor	  Nodes 29 0,39 153 Security 21 0,28
46 Wireless	  Sensor	  Networks 50 0,63 100 Social	  Interactions 29 0,39 154 Transportation 21 0,28
47 Electrocardiography 47 0,63 101 Watches 29 0,39 155 Wearable	  Computer 21 0,28
48 Glass 47 0,61 102 Wireless	  Communication 29 0,37 156 Wearable	  Sensing 21 0,27
49 Networks	  (circuits) 46 0,61 103 Digital	  Storage 28 0,37 157 Authentication 20 0,27
50 Physiology 46 0,60 104 Energy	  Utilization 28 0,36 158 Biomedical	  Engineering 20 0,27
51 Computation	  Theory 45 0,57 105 Data	  Acquisition 27 0,36 159 Body	  Area	  Network 20 0,27
52 Accelerometers 43 0,57 106 Information	  Systems 27 0,36 160 Computer	  Networks 20 0,00
53 Assistive	  Technology 43 0,57 107 Mobile	  Phones 27 0,36
54 Monitoring 43 0,56 108 Patient	  Treatment 27 0,36
R:	  Rank;	  F:	  Frequency;	  %:	  Percentage
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Wearable technology is generally used for health care (R:9, 12, 61, 64, 72, 113, 142, 148, 158), 
medical (R:16), electrocardiography (R:47), telemedicine (R:56), and patient treatment (R:108). In 
brief, it seems that wearable technology has been broadly adopted by the health sector.   

In addition to tracking, recognizing (R:26, 33, 55, 96, 134), monitoring (R:29, 54,148), sensing (R:156), 
and diagnosing (R:60) are action words that are used to define wearable technology. The action words 
provide some insights for reaching a more accurate definition of wearable technology. 

In network visualization, usability and design issues were identified as major concerns. Additionally, 
keyword analysis indicates that data privacy (R:67, 152) and security (R:153) stand as other 
problematic issues that requires further regulations to lessen these concerns. 

As it is seen among the most used keywords, quantified self (R:132) is the term that is used to define 
people who use wearables and whose data is recognized, monitored, sensed, and diagnosed in real 
time (R:123). Another prominent keyword is affective computing (R:94), which inspires designs for the 
future use of wearables. As a result, the next level for wearables could be to recognize the emotions of 
wearable technology users. 

Though it is beyond the scope of this research, it can be seen that ubiquitous learning and mobile 
learning appear to be the most relevant approaches to fully exploring the potential for wearable 
technology within an educational perspective. It can be seen that the interaction between individuals 
and wearables should be interpreted through the lens of human-computer interaction; however, it must 
be decided whether wearables should be used as an assistive technology or basic technology during 
the educational process. We believe that wearable technology can be a part of learning analytics 
practices in the future and used to personalize learning processes. As stated by Bozkurt (2017), 
wearables can be a solution for providing ubiquitous, immersive, enriched, situated and seamless 
learning experiences. 

5 CONCLUSION 
These research findings reveal that “ubiquitous computing, mobile computing, pervasive computing, 
and human computer interaction” are broader approaches that can be used in wearable technology 
research. The central nodes in wearable technology research are “wearable computing, ubiquitous 
computing, pervasive computing, mobile computing, affective computing, wearable computers, context 
awareness, and assistive technology.” Usability, user centered design, data privacy (without consent 
or self-awareness) and security are the challenges that wearable technology have to overcome. The 
current use of wearable technology is mostly about Its being an assistive technology.  

Item based density visualization demonstrates that ubiquitous computing, is one of nodes strongly tied 
to wearable technology, while cluster based density visualization demonstrates that research on 
wearable technologies mainly focus on (1: Blue cluster) theoretical/conceptual perspectives; (2: Red 
cluster) demonstrates issues that wearable technology overcome, and (3: Green cluster) the 
application of wearable technologies in the health sector. 

Network visualization, density visualization and keyword analysis indicates that predictably, wearable 
technology has been broadly adopted for the use of health, fitness and wellbeing purposes. 
Furthermore, affective computing seems to be one important feature of wearables. It is believed that 
next generation wearables will also recognize and monitor users’ emotions. 

In conclusion, based on these research findings, the research arrived at the following definition for 
wearable technology. In this context, wearable technology refers to a wide array of digital materials or 
devices that can be worn, embedded, implanted, or tattooed and is used to track, recognize, monitor, 
sense, and/or diagnose users’ data seamlessly in real time and then analyze and report users’ 
activities, behaviors, biological changes, emotions, ambient data, physical functions, and physiological 
functions through context-aware technologies. 
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